
Maths Live Maths Lesson 

Join a live maths lesson by Gareth Metcalfe (a 

Primary school teacher) at 9am any day of the 

week.  

You can either join the lesson live or can catch 

up at a time to suit you. 

http://www.iseemaths.com/home-lessons/  

Create a code 

 

Alphabet Maths 

If the letter A=1, B=2, C=3 and so 

on, find the value of your name!  

 

Create interesting sentences.  

 
 

Create your own number cards.  

 

Create your own number cards and then 

order them.  

 

Lowest to highest/ Highest to lowest  

 

Place Value 

Use your number cards to pick out 3 

numbers to create a 3-digit number.  

 

Then partition these and visually 

present these using base 10.  

See example below.  

 

English Whatsapp  

 

Turn a Whatsapp conversation with a loved one 

into a speech burger!  

Use the template in this section.  

Remember to add in inverted commas and a 

reporting clause. 

  
 

Who am I? 

Write a riddle on an animal. See If 

an adult can guess your chosen 

animal from reading your riddle.  

Example:  

I am known as a king 

The jungle’s where I reign 

It is hard to tame me 

And I have a large mane.  

What am I?  

Get building 

 

Build a simple Lego model. Describe how to 

build it using positional language.  

 

 

Get imaginative! 

Draw a setting and label it with 

expanded noun phrases.  

Remember to use your senses to add 

detail to this! Consider these senses: 

 
 

 

EAL Build your vocabulary 

Look at the picture and write five sentences of 

what you see.  

Practice using simple prepositions  

Write where the objects are using 

prepositions.  

 

Practice spelling some basic words. 

Find and match the words in this game:  

https://www.spellingcity.com/match-
words-by-memory-
concentration.html?listId=15827653 

Practice your phonics 

 

Use the link to read the words from 

phase 4. 

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePag

e/bingo/index.html  

http://www.iseemaths.com/home-lessons/
https://www.spellingcity.com/match-words-by-memory-concentration.html?listId=15827653
https://www.spellingcity.com/match-words-by-memory-concentration.html?listId=15827653
https://www.spellingcity.com/match-words-by-memory-concentration.html?listId=15827653
https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/bingo/index.html
https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/bingo/index.html


Topic 

Grow your own rainbow! 

 

Follow the instructions below to create your very own rainbow!  

 
You will need a scientific process called the capillary action. This action happens when 

a liquid moves up through a hollow tube or into a spongy, solid material. It happens 

when three forces work together: cohesion, adhesion and surface tension.  

Water molecules like to stick to each other - this is called cohesion. They also like to 

stick to solids in a process called adhesion.  

In this experiment, you are going to use kitchen roll. The fibres in kitchen roll have 

lots of little holes. Water is absorbed through the kitchen roll because when the 

first water molecule adheres to it and begins to move upward, it pulls the next water 

molecule up with it, like a chain.  

Follow the instructions below on how to create this.  

 
 

 Create a rock cycle 

Use starburst to create the rock cycle.  

Use the link on how to do this:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g93jX

TUv_RQ  

Evacuate your adults! 

Think about the World War 2 and how 

evacuation occurred. Think back to the 

sirens and children having to quickly 

gather their belongings and head out.  

Use the link to a siren below and get 

your adults and family members to 

evacuate when they least expect it.  

Ask them how they felt about this? 

And gather their thoughts.  

 

Art/ DT Brighten up your house 
 

Create paper lanterns add in some spare fairy 

lights to make this shine bright!  

 
 

Get packing! 

 

Use a finished cereal box and create your own suitcase. Think back to how an 

evacuee’s suitcase might have looked like. What would information would they 

have to include on their label?  

 
 

Holes in socks – don’t worry! 

 

Use and old sock and create a sock 

puppet. 

 
Create your own shadow puppet show with 

these!  

PE Keep fit with Joe Wicks. 

9am each weekday, or steam on his Youtube channel whenever you like. (Link in list 

below) 

Dance with Oti Mabuse 

11:30am each weekday, or stream on her Youtube channel whenever you like.  

(link in list below) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g93jXTUv_RQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g93jXTUv_RQ


 

 

 

 

Reading Read a newspaper article  

 
Read a news and retrieve key facts from it. What is it about? 

When did the event occur? Who was involved? What 

happened? Etc.  

  

Summarise 

Read a book or a piece of text – summarise this in just 5 

points!  

Try the five-finger summary of: topic, main idea, detail, 

detail detail.  

Music Turn up the volume! 

Listen to different types of music consider how it makes you feel.  

Draw a picture of where the music takes you to e.g. spooky castle etc.  

Listen in to the birds 

Listen in to the birds humming and write down their tune using the walk jogging walk 

music notes.  

Computing

/ ICT 

Search mountains 

Research the largest mountains and mountain 

ranges in the UK.  

Create a fact file for these. Considering where 

they are based? How tall are they? Etc.  

Create a poster on MS word 

 

Create a poster using Microsoft word for other children on how they can keep 

safe when returning to school.  

 

See if you can add in images form the internet to make this eye catching and 

appealing.  

Code 

Access free code gibbon on purple 

mash to create your own codes.  

 

RE World Faiths  

Islam is the religion followed by Muslims. One of the five pillars of Islam is called ‘Hajj’ and it is all about Muslims making a special pilgrimage to the Holy City of Mecca at 

least once in their lifetime. 

This will take place at the end of July this year, however due to the Coronavirus things will probably be run very differently this summer, as millions of people gathering in 

Saudi Arabia from all around the world might not be possible. 

On the Hajj Muslims think about what they might have got wrong in the past year and how they will make changes for the year ahead, a bit like making some New Year’s 

Resolutions. Lockdown has given everyone time to think about things in a different way, can you think of anything you might do differently once the lockdown has ended? 

Imagine you are going on a special journey; it might be somewhere you really want to visit once the lockdown has ended. Write a short diary entry about where you want to go 

and how you feel about going there. Can you create a map to show us how to get there? 



Online Learning Links:                               

Science and Computing  

https://drchips.weebly.com/# 

News in the World Around Us 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science_and_environment - click on the Science section to read  

about Science in the news. 

Science at Home 

https://explorify.wellcome.ac.uk/ 

Maths 

Website- http://www.iseemaths.com/home-lessons/ 

YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfyh0qIIwTEV8ktNRI0x5-g 

PE - Joe Wicks – https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1  

Oti Mabuse - https://www.youtube.com/user/mosetsanagape  

Computing - https://www.purplemash.com/#app/pup/book_cartoon_strip  

 
Instructions for growing your own rainbow.  

1. Cut the kitchen roll into the shape of a rainbow.  

2. At each end, use the felt-tip pens to colour a rainbow about 2cm up from the bottom. Remember the order of the colours: red, orange, 

yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet.  

3. Attach the paperclip to the top of the rainbow and tie a piece of thread to it. This will allow you to hold your rainbow.  

4. Add water to the two bowls.  

5. Hold the rainbow with both ends slightly submerged into each bowl of water and watch your rainbow grow.  

 

For Adults use only.  
See below an example of how inverted 

commas and reporting clauses are used.  

 

 

 

 

 

Reporting clause  
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